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Pension Reform 2009-11-30

this book is an abridgement of barr and diamond s reforming pensions principles and policy choices oup 2008 it begins with the
introduction to the earlier book includes the concluding chapters to the sections on principles and on policy choices and the concluding
policy chapter to the book it summarizes the chile and china chapters into a section of five pages it presents material from some of the
boxes of the longer book while the longer book remains as a definitive and detailed analysis of pension reform this new shorter book
conveys the message and conclusions to policy makers journalists writing for the general public and students being introduced to social
security and other pension policy the topic being condensed and summarized here is described at length in the earlier book it stems
from rapidly changing economic conditions and dramatic increases in life expectancy newspaper headlines across the globe anticipate
again and again a massive rupture of social security and retirement systems with public fears on the rise officials in many countries
under pressure to solve problems quickly are turning their backs on traditional pay as you go systems in favor of privately financed
retirement plans barr and diamond demonstrate that in the age of globalization these problems are no longer simply domestic problems
because trade borders are becoming increasingly open and digital transactions are hastily erasing national economic boundaries countries
are no longer able to act independently in setting pension policies these problems are particularly exacerbated in china a state where
massive restructuring of state owned enterprises and comparatively recent dynamic entry into global markets have already taxed a
system whose enormous burden is to support the retirement of the world s largest national population the authors address these issues
comprehensively in a thorough survey of pension economic principles and application to china

Movements of Educational Reform 2016-10-25

in a public education world of vast multiple rapid and often colliding educational reforms movements of educational reform provides
the novice as well as the veteran educator and administrator a sort of map of educational changes and processes movements of
educational reform is intended to help the devoted and dedicated education professional and scholar make sense of the successes and the
pitfalls of reforms by tracing the landscape through four movements movements promises to ignite and energize your passion for
leading educational reform and to bring awareness of system strategies and its structural and cultural aspects many of which continue to
challenge theorists practitioners and leaders of educational change

The Reformation Reform'd 1688

this paper analyzes the effects of product market reforms in the short and medium term across 10 regulated industries and 18 advanced
economies for the period 1998 2013 using internationally comparable firm level data based on orbis it provides four key insights first
product market reforms have positive effects on capital output and employment and their effects increase over time after two years
they raise capital by 4 output by 3 and employment by 1 5 second differences in production technology and the nature of product
market regulations across sectors generate important differences in the mechanisms through which reforms operate in network
industries reforms tend to benefit small firms while the opposite is observed in retail trade product market reforms also promote firm
entry particularly those that reduce entry barriers third credit constraints can play an important role in weakening the positive impact
of product market reform on investment fourth product market reforms also tend to have positive effects on firms in downstream
sectors both at home and abroad that make intensive use of intermediate inputs from deregulated sectors

The Short-Term Impact of Product Market Reforms 2016-09-22

this paper analyzes the effects of product market reforms in the short and medium term across 10 regulated industries and 18 advanced
economies for the period 1998 2013 using internationally comparable firm level data based on orbis it provides four key insights first
product market reforms have positive effects on capital output and employment and their effects increase over time after two years
they raise capital by 4 output by 3 and employment by 1 5 second differences in production technology and the nature of product
market regulations across sectors generate important differences in the mechanisms through which reforms operate in network
industries reforms tend to benefit small firms while the opposite is observed in retail trade product market reforms also promote firm
entry particularly those that reduce entry barriers third credit constraints can play an important role in weakening the positive impact
of product market reform on investment fourth product market reforms also tend to have positive effects on firms in downstream
sectors both at home and abroad that make intensive use of intermediate inputs from deregulated sectors

Church Reform in Spain and Portugal 1897

this paper provides a quantitative evaluation of the macroeconomic distributional and fiscal effects of three reform proposals for
germany i a reduction in the social security tax in the low wage sector ii a publicly financed expansion of full day child care and full
day schooling and iii the further deregulation of the professional services sector the analysis is based on a macroeconomic model with
physical capital human capital job search and household heterogeneity all three reforms have positive short run and long run effects on
employment wages and output the quantitative effects of the deregulation reform are relatively small due to the smal size of
professional services in germany policy reforms i and ii have substantial macroeconomic effects and positive distributional consequences
ten years after implementation reforms i and ii taken together increase employment by 1 6 percent potential output by 1 5 percent real
hourly pre tax wages in the low wage sector by 3 percent and real hourly pre tax wages of women with children by 2 7 percent the
two reforms create fiscal deficits in the short run but they also generate substantial fiscal surpluses in the long run they are fiscally
efficient in the sense that the present value of short term fiscal deficits and long term surpluses is positive for any interest discount rate
less than 9 percent
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The Short-Term Impact of Product Market Reforms 2016-06-10

the growing disconnect between china s market oriented economy with its emerging civil society and the brittle anacronistic and
authoritarian state has given rise to intense discussion and debate about political reform not only by western observers but also among
chinese intellectuals while some expect china s political reform to lead to democratization others have proposed to strengthen the
institution of single party rule and provide it with a solid legal base this book brings the ongoing debate to life and explores the options
for political reform offering the perspectives of both western and chinese scholars it presents the controversial argument for building a
consultive rule of law regime as an alternative to liberal democracy it provides several critiques of this thesis and then tests the thesis
through empirical studies on the development of the rule of law in china

Structural Reform in Germany 2016-04-25

consideration of harmful short termism in capital markets is prevalent amongst legal and business academics it is also garnering
increased attention in corporate board rooms and executive suites and from the investing public as a result correcting perceived short
termism in capital markets has become a rationale for reform used by regulators across the globe despite the considerable attention
given to this phenomenon there has not yet been a comprehensive book analyzing the perceived short termism problem its sources and
causes and reform efforts undertaken to date this book fills this gap by documenting the rise of the short termism discussion analyzing
the significance of the problem and considering the proposed legal remedies based on this analysis a framework for effective short
termism reform is offered

Prison Reform at Home and Abroad 1924

this book provides an illuminating commentary of law reform in the early modern era 1500 1740 and views the moves to improve law
and legal institutions in the context of changing political and governmental environments taking a fresh look at law reform over
several centuries it explores the efforts of the king and parliament and the body of literature supporting law reform that emerged with
the growth of print media to assess the place of the well known attempts of the revolutionary era in the context of earlier and later
movements law reform is seen as a long term concern and a longer time frame is essential to understand the 1640 1660 reform
measures the book considers two law reform movements the moderate movement which had a lengthy history and whose chief
supporters were the governmental and parliamentary elites and which focused on improving existing law and legal institutions and
the radical reform movement which was concentrated in the revolutionary decades and which sought to overthrow the common law
the legal profession and the existing system of courts informed by attention to the institutional difficulties in completing legislation this
highlights the need to examine particular parliaments although lawyers have often been seen as the chief obstacles to law reform this
book emphasises their contributions particularly their role in legislation and in reforming the corpus of legal materials and highlights
the previously ignored reform efforts of lord chancellors

Debating Political Reform in China 2014-12-18

the relation between structural reform and macroeconomic policy underlies the widespread perception that the large european
economies have under performed in the past decade in comparison both with their own standards and with the contemporaneous
performance of the united states this book edited and introduced by noel laureate robert m solow provides analyses of how these
economies could take a co ordinated and simultaneous approach to reform in labour and product markets and the demand side

Stock Market Short-Termism 2019-07-12

the market based interest rate reform remains a core part of china s financial reforms and an important topic of both theoretical and
policy studies this book presents a comprehensive analysis of the process and logic of china s interest rate reform from a historical
perspective it is structured along three lines i e loosening interest rate controls establishing market based interest rates and building an
effective interest rate adjustment mechanism and systematically reviews the characteristics and evolvement of the reform process the
book further explores the lessons and challenges of the reform by examining china s development stage and auxiliary reforms needed
and offers policy recommendations on how to further push forward the reform

Law Reform in Early Modern England 2020-02-20

as editors first of all we would like to thank the authors of this volume for their conscientious work that makes this volume possible
many ideas in this book were first explored at an international symposium on financial market reforms in china which was organized
by the chinese economists society we would like to express our thanks to the sponsors of the conference center for international
business education and research china reform foundation metlife hausman shrenger llp lincoln national insurance company city national
bank marshall school of business university of southern california and the chinese economists society the lincoln foundation also
provided generous support to this project through a grant made to claremont graduate university where this book was finalized

Structural Reform and Macroeconomic Policy 2004-06-29

originally published in 1972 this study aims to explore governmental interaction with people and publics interests and institutions in
metropolitan america these papers discuss issues of how governance can be improved and the federal role in metropolitanism as well as
suggesting ways in which political reform can help this title will be of interest to students of environmental economics and
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professionals

Market-Based Interest Rate Reform in China 2018-12-07

excerpt from a short history of the house of commons with reference to reform the pe0p1e have a right to be well governed and to be
governed as cheaply as possible consistently with good government these are the inherent inalienable rights of man and when
deprived of them by force or fraud he is justified in seeking to recover them by all the means in his power that are not productive of
greater evils than those he intends to remedy about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in
rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the
vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works

Financial Market Reform In China 2019-09-17

law reform and financial markets addresses how law reform can be used to support strong financial markets and draws on the global
financial crisis as a case study this edited collection reflects recent developments including the eu institutional reforms and dodd frank
act 2010 the different contributions adopt a range of theoretical contextual and substantive perspectives examine different domestic
regional and international contexts and assess public and private law frameworks in considering how legal and regulatory reforms can
be most effectively designed for strong financial markets this comprehensive book will appeal to academics and postgraduates in the
field of financial regulation and in cognate fields including finance and economics as well as to regulators and policymakers

Reform of Metropolitan Governments 2016-03-17

why and how has china succeeded as a developmental state despite a seemingly rents ridden bureaucracy following conventional
wisdom weberian bureaucracies are an institutional precondition for development especially in interventionist states like china
however my research finds that china s fast growing economy has not been governed by a purely salaried civil service instead chinese
bureaucracies still remain partially prebendal at every level of government each office systematically appropriates authority to generate
income for itself my study unravels the paradox of developmentalism without weberianness by illuminating china s unique path of
bureaucratic adaptation in the reform era labeled as bureau contracting where contracting takes place within the state bureaucracy in a
bureau contracting structure the state at each level contracts the tasks of governance to its own bureaucracies assigning them revenue
making privileges and property rights over income earned in exchange for services rendered contrasting previous emphases on the
prevalence of illicit corruption in china my study shows how and why bureaucracies in this context are actually authorized by the state
to profit from public office specifically i identify two factors that constrain arbitrary and excessively predatory behavior among chinese
bureaucracies first mechanisms of rents management and second the mediation of narrow departmental interests by local developmental
incentives in short i argue that it is the combination of an incentive compatible fiscal design and increasingly sophisticated instruments
of oversight that have sustained an otherwise unorthodox structure of governance in china in a phrase bureau contracting presents a
high powered but opportunistic alternative to the weberian ideal type the chinese experience suggests that market compatible
bureaucratic institutions need not necessarily conform to and may even diverge significantly from standard western models at least at
early stages of development my research draws on interviews with 165 cadres across different regions and governmental sectors as
well as statistical analysis of previously unavailable budget data

A Short History of the House of Commons 2018-02-26

duncan leitch exposes the unexpected consequences of international aid for post communist transitions examining the efforts to reform
relations between kiev and the regions of ukraine duncan leitch explores how and why fiscal decentralization and regional policy
programs initiated by the ukrainian government and supported by the western donor community failed to achieve a sustainable
outcome drawing on concepts from institutional theory comparative politics and development studies leitch explains the complex
interactions between external donors and the domestic recipients of their advice his findings shed light on the narrow circumstances
under which short term success can be achieved but also point towards the failings of the donor community to lay the groundwork for
lasting reform a valuable resource for anyone working in the development sector in eastern europe or beyond this book provides a new
outlook on the political realities of the reform process the relevance of international advice and the domestic pressures leading to the
maidan uprising of 2013

Law Reform and Financial Markets 2012-01-01

this title was first published in 2001 in 1997 the author was told by an official at the korean embassy in washington dc that the most
serious economic problem facing korea was the need for reform of the financial sector this proved to be true as a financial crisis hit korea
in november 1997 though problems arising before november 1997 indicate that korea s economic problems were not solely financial this
study covers earlier reform efforts the 1997 crisis and the measures taken by korea since then to deal with the country s economic
problems it attempts to analyze the problems and offer suggestions as to how problems might corrected or resolved
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Major tax reform options 1984

while foreign policy and security concerns have trumped past efforts to reform the north korean economy pyongyang is implementing
important economic reforms despite renewed tensions with the united states whether washington can influence the debate is unclear
but a us policy of engagement could enhance the chances of success for north korean advocates of reform

State, Market, and Bureau-contracting in Reform China 2009

this frank and courageous book explores the persistence of failure in today s urban schools at its heart is the argument that most
education policy discussions are disconnected from the daily realities of urban schools especially those in poor and beleaguered
neighborhoods charles m payne argues that we have failed to account fully for the weakness of the social infrastructure and the often
dysfunctional organizational environments of urban schools and school systems the result is that liberals and conservatives alike have
spent a great deal of time pursuing questions of limited practical value in the effort to improve city schools payne carefully delineates
these stubborn and intertwined sources of failure in urban school reform efforts of the past two decades yet while his book is unsparing
in its exploration of the troubled recent history of urban school reform payne also describes himself as guardedly optimistic he describes
how in the last decade we have developed real insights into the roots of school failure and into how some individual schools manage to
improve he also examines recent progress in understanding how particular urban districts have established successful reforms on a
larger scale drawing on a striking array of sources from the recent history of various urban school systems to the growing sophistication
of education research to his own experience as a teacher scholar and participant in reform efforts payne paints a vivid and unmistakably
realistic portrait of urban schools and reforms of the past few decades so much reform so little change will be required reading for
everyone interested in the plight and the future of urban schools

Assisting Reform in Post-Communist Ukraine, 2000?2012 2016-04-12

after decades of conservative dominance the election of barack obama may signal the beginning of a new progressive era but what
exactly is progressivism what role has it played in the political social and economic history of america this very timely very short
introduction offers an engaging overview of progressivism in america its origins guiding principles major leaders and major
accomplishments a many sided reform movement that lasted from the late 1890s until the early 1920s progressivism emerged as a
response to the excesses of the gilded age an era that plunged working americans into poverty while a new class of ostentatious
millionaires built huge mansions and flaunted their wealth as capitalism ran unchecked and more and more economic power was
concentrated in fewer and fewer hands a sense of social crisis was pervasive progressive national leaders like william jennings bryan
theodore roosevelt robert m la follette and woodrow wilson as well as muckraking journalists like lincoln steffens and ida tarbell and
social workers like jane addams and lillian wald answered the growing call for change they fought for worker s compensation child
labor laws minimum wage and maximum hours legislation they enacted anti trust laws improved living conditions in urban slums
instituted the graduated income tax won women the right to vote and laid the groundwork for roosevelt s new deal nugent shows that
the progressives with the glaring exception of race relations shared a common conviction that society should be fair to all its members
and that governments had a responsibility to see that fairness prevailed offering a succinct history of the broad reform movement that
upset a stagnant conservative orthodoxy this very short introduction reveals many parallels even lessons highly appropriate to our own
time about the series combining authority with wit accessibility and style very short introductions offer an introduction to some of life s
most interesting topics written by experts for the newcomer they demonstrate the finest contemporary thinking about the central
problems and issues in hundreds of key topics from philosophy to freud quantum theory to islam

Korean Economic Reform 2017-07-12

excerpt from church reform in spain and portugal a short history of the reformed episcopal churches of spain and portugal from 1868 to
the present time for fear of misunderstanding i would emphasise the fact that these pages contain and only profess to contain some
account of that body of christians in spain and portugal who from the first have desired to retain what they regard as old and true in the
doctrine and practice of the early church in those lands and to follow as far as possible the lines laid down by our own reformers in days
gone by viii church reform in spain and portugal i have no intention to ignore the importance of the good work done by other bodies of
christians but the contrary about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority
of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

A Plea for Spelling Reform 1877

winner of the pulitzer prize in non fiction this book is a landmark in american political thought preeminent richard hofstadter examines
the passion for progress and reform that colored the entire period from 1890 to 1940 with startling and stimulating results the age of
reform searches out the moral and emotional motives of the reformers the myths and dreams in which they believed and the realities
with which they had to compromise
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North Korean Reform 2006

the iiit books in brief series is a valuable collection of the institute s key publications written in condensed form designed to give readers
a core understanding of the main contents of the original produced in a short easy to read time saving format these companion synopses
offer a close carefully written over view of the larger publication and it is hoped will stimulate readers into further exploration of the
original the reform in higher education in muslim societies is in sum a paradigm shift in perspective driven by important
considerations including the aims of education itself it may require reforming existing disciplines inventing new ones as well as
working in conjunction with current knowledge s and discourses by taking effective account of the ethical spiritual norms of muslim
society the guiding principles that it operates under which in turn mark the underlying basis of its makeup and spiritual identity
rather than creating divisions reform of higher education in muslim societies recognizes the plurality and diversity of the modern
networked world and seeks to replace sterile and uniform approaches to knowledge with a broader and more creative understanding of
reality as lived on different soils and different cultures moderation balance and effective communication are paramount features of the
underlying philosophy

So Much Reform, So Little Change 2008

in 133 and 123 122 bce the gracchan reforms opened three cans of worms pitting the roman landowning elites against their poorer
compatriots roman economic interests against those of the italian allies and senators against equestrians as these cumulative divisions
threatened to coalesce into a perfect storm the noble and wealthy tribune of the plebs m livius drusus in 91 boldly proposed a
comprehensive if costly new deal the eventual annulment of drusus visionary reform package set the stage for the armed rebellion of
rome s key italic allies even before the conclusion of this gargantuan struggle in 87 the deep divisions drusus and his backers had sought
to resolve compounded by political discontent among the enfranchised italians caused the roman polity to descend into a series of
devastating civil wars terminated in 82 81 by sulla s vindictive victory and reactionary new settlement offering a novel narrative
analysis of the pivotal events of this well known but often poorly understood period this book seeks to demonstrate how the time from
livius drusus tribunate of the plebs to sulla s unparalleled dictatorship was marked by momentous reform and experimentation and
suggests that the former s fateful failure arguably represents the moment the romans lost their ancestral republic

Progressivism: A Very Short Introduction 2009-12-16

an investigation of diaspora institutional entrepreneurship

Church Reform in Spain and Portugal 2016-09-13

politics in scotland is an authoritative introduction to the contemporary political landscape in scotland and an essential text for
undergraduate and postgraduate students of scottish politics written by leading experts in the field it is coherently organised to provide
a clear and comprehensive overview of a range of themes in contemporary scottish politics key topics include government and electoral
behaviour representation and political parties in scotland public policy and scotland s relationship with the rest of the world scottish
politics both in the run up to and after the 2014 referendum the future of scottish government and politics this textbook will be
essential reading for students of scottish politics british politics devolution government and policy

The Age of Reform 2011-12-21

this paper explores the macroeconomic impacts of labor and product market deregulation using a small open economy model with
formal and informal markets we examine both the long run effects and the transition towards the post reform equilibrium while our
main focus are reform packages and sequencing the unofficial sector is a major determinant of the sign and in particular the magnitude
of responses south africa an emerging country is considered when bayesian estimating the model regarding the long run both labor and
product market reforms considerably increase output although labor market reforms are more successful in decreasing unemployment
nevertheless there are short term costs for example a decrease in household consumption net exports or output or a decrease in
competition combining reforms especially with product market deregulation are good at reducing short term costs finally concerning
the speed of adjustment it is usually better to start with a labor market reform

Books-in-Brief: Rethinking Reform in Higher Education (German Language) 2018-09-01

this new volume situates current debates about economic reform in germany in illuminating historical and structural contexts showing
how economic reform has become the central issue on the german political agenda raising contentious issues of policy management and
posing deeper questions about political beliefs and identities it also examines the politics of the reform process outlining competing
views about the root causes of germany s economic problems the appropriate policy responses and the distribution of costs it situates the
reform process in the wider context of the decline of the german economic model modell deutschland and germany s transition from
european pace setter to economic laggard particular attention is paid to the following key questions what continuities and discontinuities
can be seen in germany s political economy are globalization and europeanization associated with a progressive neo liberal ascendancy in
economic reform how does economic reform in germany compare with that in other states notably britain and france are there
distinctive patterns in the way domestic policymakers negotiate economic reform how do the characteristics of the german labour
market and welfare state condition economic reform how much variation exists at the laender levels this book was previously
published as a special issue of german politics
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APEC-OECD Co-operative Initiative on Regulatory Reform Proceedings of the Fourth
APEC-OECD Workshop on Regulatory Reform Vancouver, Canada, October 2003
2008-07-31

this book is a detailed history of the reformed episcopal churches of spain and portugal from their establishment in the late 19th century
to their struggles and challenges in the modern era this book provides a rich portrait of a little known aspect of church history with its
detailed research and engaging writing this is an essential read for anyone interested in the history of religion this work has been
selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the
public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this
work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

REFORM, REVOLUTION, REACTION. A SHORT HISTORY OF ROME FROM THE
ORIGINS OF THE SOCIAL WAR TO THE DICTATORSHIP OF SULLA 2023-11-09

education policymaking is traditionally seen as a domestic political process the job of deciding where students will be educated what
they will be taught who will teach them and how it will be paid for clearly rests with some mix of district state and national
policymakers this book seeks to show how global trends have produced similar changes to very different educational systems in the
united states and japan despite different historical development social norms and institutional structures the u s and japanese education
systems have been restructured over the past dozen years not just incrementally but in ways that have transformed traditional power
arrangements based on 124 interviews this book examines two restructuring episodes in u s education and two restructuring episodes
in japanese education the four episodes reveal a similar politics of structural education reform that is driven by symbolic action and
bureaucratic turf wars which has ultimately hindered educational improvement in both countries

Institutional Reform and Diaspora Entrepreneurs 2016

in balancing change and tradition in global education reform rotberg brings together examples of current education reforms in sixteen
countries written by insiders this book goes beyond myths and stereotypes and describes the difficult trade offs countries make as they
attempt to implement reforms in the context of societal and global change in some countries reforms are a response to major political or
economic shifts in others they are motivated by large upsurges in immigration and increased student diversity irrespective of the
reasons for education reform all countries face decisions about resource allocation equality of educational opportunity across diverse
populations access to higher education student testing and tracking teacher accountability school choice and innovation the essays in this
volume reveal

Politics in Scotland 2016-06-23

china has become deeply integrated into the world economy yet gradual marketization has facilitated the country s rise without leading
to its wholesale assimilation to global neoliberalism this book uncovers the fierce contest about economic reforms that shaped china s path
in the first post mao decade china s reformers were sharply divided they agreed that china had to reform its economic system and
move toward more marketization but struggled over how to go about it should china destroy the core of the socialist system through
shock therapy or should it use the institutions of the planned economy as market creators with hindsight the historical record proves
the high stakes behind the question china embarked on an economic expansion commonly described as unprecedented in scope and
pace whereas russia s economy collapsed under shock therapy based on extensive research including interviews with key chinese and
international participants and world bank officials as well as insights gleaned from unpublished documents the book charts the debate
that ultimately enabled china to follow a path to gradual reindustrialization beyond shedding light on the crossroads of the 1980s it
reveals the intellectual foundations of state market relations in reform era china through a longue durée lens overall the book delivers
an original perspective on china s economic model and its continuing contestations from within and from without

Comprehensive tax reform 1986

Structural Reform Packages, Sequencing, and the Informal Economy 2017-05-26

The Politics of Economic Reform in Germany 2014-07-16

Church Reform in Spain and Portugal 2023-07-18
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The Passing of the Great Reform Bill 1964

The Politics of Structural Education Reform 2008-01-07

Balancing Change and Tradition in Global Education Reform 2010-04-16

How China Escaped Shock Therapy 2021-05-26
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